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Magos Phayzarus
“It is not enough that this abomination dares to steal gifts the 
Emperor intended only for his chosen. In doing so, he destroys that 
sacred line of legacy, which is all that sustains our future. We will 
show him the price of his transgressions.”

–Brother Ramiel of the Dark Angels

The heretical Magi of Samech twist and tarnish the pillars of 
the Adeptus Mechanicus’s faith. This desecration encompasses 
not only the machine, but also the Machine Cult’s quest for 
knowledge. Few better examples of the latter’s corruption are 
to be found than Magos Phayzarus, the Perjurer.

Once a respected scion of Forge Dimeris, Phayzarus 
specialised in penetrating the datacrypts of 
human memory. Over time he developed a 
vast network of cogitators that could extract 
crude meaning from the electrical readings 
of a subject’s brain. While the other Magi of 
Dimeris were content to reap the secrets his 
discoveries revealed, it was not enough for 
Phayzarus’s addiction to knowledge. In 
the seventh century of M41 he obtained 
the corpse of a fallen Space Marine and 
extracted the warrior’s Omophagea 
organ for study. After years of analysis, 
splicing, and self-experimentation, 
Phayzarus succeeded in replicating 
the Omophagea’s memory-absorbing 
abilities by grafting a sample of the 
organ into his own spine. He did not 
long enjoy his success before the new 
tissue began to fail.

Without the divine interaction with 
the source of the Space Marines’ 
blessings, the Progenoid gland, 
his ill-gotten gift began to 
fade. In order to maintain his 
covetous hold, Phayzarus re-
forged himself for a single, 
unimaginable purpose: to 
hunt Space Marines. He turned 
all of Samech’s forbidden science 
to his cause, re-making his body into a self-repairing amalgam 
of metal and artificial flesh to rival an Adeptus Astartes. Using 
subsumed knowledge, he acquired powerful archeotech, and 
ruthlessly documented every scrap of wisdom and every verse 
of battle doctrine he could absorb from the Angels of Death. 

Armed with knowledge and with ingenious technology, 
Phayzarus now subtly engineers the deaths of Space Marines 
to feed his dependency. He does not discriminate in his source 
of sustenance, thieving the gene-seed of Space Marines who 
follow Chaos and the Emperor alike. This earned him the 
enmity of the Chaos forces in the Charon Stars, and Samech’s 
Magi ultimately exiled him from their ranks for their own safety. 
However, information is a valuable currency, and Phayzarus’s 
stolen gifts make him rich. The Apostate Magos is well aware 
of his many enemies, and surrounds himself with the best 
protectors and strongest allies his secrets can purchase. 

The Achilus Crusade has showered the Perjurer with a 
fresh source of prey and new waves of bloodshed to hide 
behind. However, the Deathwatch remains a favoured target 
for Phayzarus as its teams usually operate in smaller numbers 
and more isolation than a Space Marine company. In turn, 
the Deathwatch’s loathing for his sacrilege knows no bounds; 
they can neither forgive nor forget the crimes committed 
against their Battle-Brothers.

While Magos Phayzarus tries to avoid direct confrontation 
with the Adeptus Astartes, his addiction puts him in the 
crosshairs of many Astartes targeters. Over the years he has 
taken drastic measures to survive and escape such encounters. 

His profile includes the effects of his numerous physical 
modifications and implants, and his armoured exo-

skeleton: the Bones of Subversion.

Dark Works
Below is a representative but by no means 

complete list of the murders the Perjurer 
Phayzarus has engineered.

M41.599, The Demi-Herald: 
The Deathwatch found a xenos 
ship drifting silently near Watch 
Station Klaha. Battle-Brothers 
boarded to investigate. Their 
transmissions reported quick 
progress through the empty 
vessel for two hours. However, 
upon the third hour, their 
diminishing vox signals were 
laced with the sound of bolter 

fire. When a larger Deathwatch 
force breached the vessel to provide 

support, they found the entire Kill-
team dead, and stripped of gene-seed. 

While their armour was slagged and 
their corpses charred almost beyond recognition, 
the Progenoid extraction was performed with 

surgical precision. At the time, the event was 
thought to be the work of Chaos Space 
Marines, but later investigation revealed a 
delicate modification of the plasma drives 

that only a skilled Magos could have accomplished.
M41.787, The Weeping Cradle: In the Acheros Salient’s 

history of blood, few battles have tallied so many Battle-
Brother casualties as those to hold and retake Khazant, after 
the ascension of Lord Militant Tetrarchus. This period saw 
hundreds of desperate attempts by cut-off Imperial forces 
to hold their ground against the forces of Chaos. At the 
engagement recorded as the Weeping Cradle, the Dark Sons 
fought a gruelling war of attrition against the Word Bearers in a 
mountain pass to an Imperial spaceport. This engagement was 
notable for the number of inauspicious events that prevented 
either side from conclusively ending the battle. Every time 
one force seemed to gain the upper hand, rockslides, vehicle 
malfunctions, or information leaks put their victory in jeopardy. 
Several picts from the site showed an unidentified red-robed 
figure near the field.
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M41.809, The Redshale Gambit: A Kill-team under the 
command of Watch Captain Drucall responded to reports of 
Enslaver forces spreading through the colony of Redshale on 
Sovereign. These reports were in error; the populace was in 
fact in the thrall of a dormant mutagen. The signs of Enslaver 
incursion were falsified, presumably to lure the Deathwatch 
into the infected colony. Over half of the designated Kill-
team perished when Redshale suddenly erupted into a mob 
of blood-crazed mutants. Before the Deathwatch could bring 
the matter fully under control, agents of the Ordo Hereticus 
arrived and purged the planet of all native inhabitants. Their 
headstrong zeal erased any chance to learn more about of 
Phayzarus’s infection, making it likely that the Perjurer will 
be able to use a similar ploy again.

Magos Phayzarus (Master) Profile

Ws Bs s T ag Int Per WP Fel
(10) (14)

40 50 55 70 45 65 50 55 32
Movement: 4/8/12/24 Wounds: 35
Skills: Awareness (Per) +10, Chem-Use (Int) +20, Common 
Lore (Adeptus Astartes, Adeptus Mechanicus, Deathwatch, 
Tech) (Int) +20, Dodge (Ag), Forbidden Lore (Adeptus Astartes, 
Adeptus Mechanicus, Archeotech, Mutants, Tech) (Int) +20, 
Logic (Int)+20, Scholastic Lore (Chymistry, Heraldry, Legend) 
(Int) +10, Tech-Use (Int) +20. 
Talents: Arms Master, Bulging Biceps, Combat Master, Ferric 
Lure, The Flesh is Weak (3). 
Traits: Auto-Stabilised, Dark Sight, Mechanicus Implants, 
Regeneration (4), Touched by the Fates (3), Unnatural Strength 
(x2), Unnatural Toughness (x2).
Armour: The Bones of Subversion (All 9, total 12 including 
The Flesh is Weak).
Weapons: Conversion Beamer with Suspensor (100m; S/–/–; 
Special†; Clip 4; Rld 2Full), Energised Talons (2d10+15 E; Pen 
X; Power Field, Unwieldy), Improvised Reductor (1d10+12 R; 
Pen 10).
†See page 153 in the Deathwatch Rulebook for Conversion 
Beamer’s Damage and Penetration.
Gear: Auspex, ††Teleportation Net.

Special Rules
Hunter of Angels: The Magos has spared no effort in 
studying his prey, and has absorbed many memories through 
his vile addiction. His ill-gained knowledge provides him 
insight into Astartes attack patterns and tactics. When facing 
Space Marines, Phayzarus gains the Step Aside and Wall of 
Steel Talents.
Adeptus Astartes Anathema: Space Marines who know the 
deeds of Magos Phayzarus automatically count as having the 
Hatred Talent against him.
Profane Imitation: Phayzarus’s profile is depicted while 
he is sustained by stolen Progenoid glands. Every 10d10 
days Phayzarus must perform his debased sustenance rituals, 
and in doing so consume an intact Progenoid gland. If he 
fails to do so, he enters withdrawal and loses his Unnatural 
Traits. As long as he is not in withdrawal, Phayzarus may 

consume genetic material to absorb knowledge; this functions 
identically to the Omophagea organ on page 17 of the 
Deathwatch Rulebook.
††Teleportation Net: This dangerous fusion of archeotech 
and empyrean directors flings the wearer through the warp 
without the need for a teleportarium. A small homing marker 
is still employed, and must be activated at the target location 
ahead of time. By spending a Half Action, the wearer instantly 
disappears into the warp, emerging 1d10 Rounds later near 
the marker. The device may be activated as a Reaction by 
passing a Difficult (–10) Agility Test. Every time the bearer 
uses the Teleportation Net, he must make a Challenging (+0) 
Willpower Test or gain 1d5 Corruption Points. The net may 
also be activated without preparing the homing marker, but 
this is an act of desperation as it gives the wearer no control 
over where he re-emerges.

aDventure seeDs 
A Lost Brother: The unnatural powers of Magos 
Phayzarus began with a single Adeptus Astartes victim. 
His great theft of the Emperor’s gift was less than two 
centuries ago, so the name of the dishonoured warrior 
he robbed could be discovered. It may even have been 
a member of the Deathwatch. Making the progenitor 
of Phayzarus someone connected to the Kill-team 
heightens their personal stake in bringing him  
to justice.
Trapped: The Deathwatch responds to the distress 
signal of a group of high-ranking Imperial Naval 
officers. Their Naval transport has crashed-landed on a 
Tau-controlled world populated with xenos auxiliaries. 
When the Kill-team arrives, they find the officers long-
dead. No sooner do they realise someone else has lured 
them to the planet with the distress signal, than their 
own transport is crippled. They are the latest quarry 
in a trap laid by Magos Phayzarus. He subtly reveals 
the Kill-team’s presence to the hostile aliens, turning 
the hunters into the hunted. Can the Kill-team find a 
way off-planet while staying ahead of the Sept forces 
and Phayzarus? Will they recognize the hand of the 
mastermind sabotaging their efforts and locate him?
Ambush: While investigating the disappearance of 
another Kill-team the Battle-Brothers find the remains 
of an ambush and worse yet—the harvested corpses of 
their Brothers. Whether or not the Kill-team recognises 
the infamous signature of Magos Phayzarus, honour 
demands they recover the stolen gene-seed and bring 
the desecrator to justice. However, the Kill-team are 
not the only ones on the trail of the outcast Magos. 
A group of Chaos Space Marines are also hunting 
Phayzarus. If they find him first, any gene-seed in his 
possession will go to the enemy.
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the Forge-Districts oF samech

The mighty armada defending Samech presents a face of unified defence, but below the rusty atmosphere, reality is 
quite different. The Forge-Districts of this corrupted Forge world are a fractious collection of squabbling territories, 
constantly warring over resources and tech patterns. Below are some of the most prominent powers of the Iron Pit.

Forge Dimeris

Forge Dimeris holds that the mind is only an electrical pattern, an inferior machine spirit in organic casing that can 
be harnessed with the proper tech-rites. Some claim they can create psykers from normal men, and this rumour is 
perpetuated by the large number of psychic Magi and troops found serving Dimeris. The masters of this Forge-District 
are also said to pay dearly for Eldar waystones, and to possess the ability to create cogitator algorithms that mimic the 
personality and knowledge of a living being with unholy accuracy. 

the irraDial Forge

Most Districts on Samech are touched by the Ruinous Powers in some way, but the Magi of the Irradial Forge have given 
their souls over to Chaos with willful abandon. Their Magi pursue the most dangerous secrets of the warp, cultivating 
alliances with sorcerers and disciples of the Dark Gods. The Irradial Forge is infamous for the corrupt, warp-infused 
technology that issues from its foundries. It provides a substantial portion of the Reach’s Defilers, as well as the most 
sophisticated daemon-fused warships found in Samech’s orbit. 

Dessen

One of the smallest Districts on Samech, Dessen claims only a few jagged peaks at the broken mountains of the planet’s 
northern pole. The small tech-coven specialises in the mysteries of the photon. Dessen las weapons sell for small 
fortunes, their hololiths are so lifelike that they can fool the naked eye, and their shadow generators can bring night 
to an entire battlefield. Owing to its small size, Dessen cannot profit from volume, and instead produces only custom 
masterworks of artifice that each sell for a staggering sum. Their main clientele are assassins and elite champions of 
Chaos in the Acheros Salient, but like all of Samech, Dessen will deal with anyone who can meet their price.

the lest District

Many Forge-Districts exploit the unusual magnetic tides of Samech, but none as masterfully as the Lest District. 
This expertise was driven by necessity. The large District is located in one of the most electro-magnetically charged 
regions of the planet. Polarised winds and intense lightning storms rage constantly across the cracked terrain. Vegetation 
stunts and the ground buckles beneath the opposing forces of lodestone deposits and the planet’s magnetic tides. 
Only by taming electro-magnetism were the Magi of Lest able to shield their forges from these forces and change the 
violent climate from a source of devastation to a layer of defence. The District is also home to one of Samech’s largest 
exploratory contingents, making them a frequently encountered foe of the Deathwatch.

the Free union oF vision

The Union of Vision is ruled not by a technocracy, but by menials. Centuries ago, the slaves and labourers rose up and 
slaughtered their mechanical masters. However, lives are more easily extinguished than superstition. The people’s faith in 
the machine’s divinity has only increased in the absence of Tech-Priests. Like paupers in a gilded manse, the Free Visioners 
struggle to survive in a metal labyrinth filled with technological marvels they dare not touch. Their talented technomats 
can repair and operate some of the most basic tools and weapons, and the forge’s auto-defences keep it secure. However, 
the automated factories and hosts of servitors remain silent objects of worship and fear. When substantial repair rituals are 
required, the Free Union sometimes trade their services as inconspicuous middle men to the neighbouring Districts. 

Addendum from Codicier Taelon

The libraries of Occludus and Erioch contain uncountable tomes on the blasphemous, and it has become a necessary reflex 
to suppress the anger that their contents can arouse. However, every time I must delve into the works of the Perjurer 
Phayzarus, I feel my lips twist in hatred anew. The account below comes from Brother Elnocte of the Dark Sons, survivor 
of the Weeping Cradle:

I did not then know the visage which the spirit of vengeance has now burned into my mind. However, even then the 
Magos’s form was brazenly unwholesome. Like a lumbering carrion beast, he moved from one body to another, the blood 
of my Brothers flying in the carelessness of his greed. It was only as he drew closer that I realised what sacred prize this 
vermin dug from neck and chest. A bellow of outrage tore from my lips, and fury brought me to my feet despite my injuries. 
The despicable creature whirled to face me, and that moment galled more than his scavenging. His ravenous eyes dared 
betray a flicker of recognition—from memories he had stolen as he stole the gene-seed of my Brothers. 


